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+ In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 

This Sunday is the week in between the events of the Ascension of Jesus into heaven 

and the sending of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost. It is a strange time in the season of 

Easter, that part of the church year in which we are still celebrating the resurrection, yet 

the bodily form of Jesus is gone from the world, ascended into heaven. It is an in 

between time, a liminal time. I’ve spoken recently on the liminal time for the church, the 

space between seasons, when the structures of the past are ready to transform into 

something new. What the transformation and the new will look like is uncertain. It can 

be an unsettling time, especially as we are mostly people who like to know what is 

happening, who are organised and try to plan for the future. 

On Thursday we celebrated Ascension. It was forty days after Easter. Jesus has departed 

from this world. The disciples who witnessed this event had the promise Jesus made to 

them sealed in their hearts, the assurance that he would come again in the same way 

that he had left. This testimony which they have in their hearts is recorded in the Letter 

of John we learn from today. The news that he would come again in the same way he 

had left was empowering for the disciples and in today’s reading from the Acts of the 

Apostles we hear Peter’s speech to the gathered crowd. This happened in Jerusalem 

after the Ascension and just before Pentecost, in the in between time. Peter is powerful 

in his speaking. He is unlike the frightened man who shadowed Jesus on the night of his 

betrayal, denying him, staying at a distance. Now he is sure of himself and ready to 

admit another into the circle of close disciples as another witness of the resurrection.  

Perhaps the disciples remembered the prayer of Jesus he uttered as part of the supper 

discourse in the gospel of John, the words he prayed to God for their work in the world 

after he was gone. John chapter 17 is made up of the entire prayer of Jesus in three 

separate sections, first for himself as he prepares to be glorified in the cross, then for 

the disciples – our section today, and finally for the ones who will come after, the ones 

who will believe because of the word that is transmitted through generations, including 
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we today. This is Jesus’ own prayer. This prayer anticipates the event of the ascension of 

Jesus and in it he entrusts the people he loves to God’s care.  

In human form Jesus prays to God. He has taught the people the things that God 

commissioned him to teach, he cared for his followers in the name of God, and he 

leaves them with this work completed. The people have received his word, they have 

glorified God and God has been glorified in them. They are as ready to carry on in his 

name as they ever will be.  

In this prayer the love of Jesus for the people is overwhelming. He has utter confidence 

that all is as it should be. In this prayer the unity of God and Jesus is clear. There is no 

separation. Here is the beginning of trinitarian theology – all that is not obviously 

present in this prayer is the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. The profundity of the union of 

God is entirely present. And human beings are placed at the centre of Jesus’ prayer. We 

are the focus of his concern. 

In the liminal time between Ascension and Pentecost we remember that we do not 

know where we are going and that we are not in control. The realisation is humbling. 

Jesus expects us to be humble. Humility is the lesson Peter learned through the night of 

betrayal and into the Friday when he died. It was a lesson come to fullness of meaning 

on the third day, the day of resurrection when he appeared alive to them. 

It is easy to forget humility when we are comfortable, and our needs are met. Comfort 

and prosperity can reduce the incidence of faith. Perhaps this is why the church is in a 

liminal, in between space, uncertain where it is going in a world which is moving further 

and further away from the groundwork of Christian tradition. The comfort we have 

experienced in a season of prosperity is giving way to something new and unknown. 

The ascended Jesus is the one who points the way to God. It is the Jesus so artfully 

captured in John’s gospel, the ‘I am the way, the truth and the life’ of the eternal Christ 

integrally bound with God and Spirit. The ascended Jesus is the one who has overcome 
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the mire of human life’s worst circumstances and achieved the promise of God to be 

free at last. 

It’s pretty cold in the mornings and evenings now. I guess most of you here can go home 

and turn on a nice heater and quickly get warm. Imagine if you just couldn’t get warm. 

Imagine if you simply couldn’t afford to pay the energy costs for heating anymore. This 

is a reality for many more people now in our comfortable suburb than it used to be. 

Remember that only a year ago, people were queuing outside Centrelink and down the 

road. Not everyone has returned to work again. Sometimes there is no job to go to. The 

employment figures released recently in time for the budget gloss over the increasing 

part time and casualisation of employment. It is not only people with substance abuse 

issues or gambling problems, alcoholism, mental health or other disabilities who are 

struggling. So called ordinary people are rolling up in ever greater numbers to welfare 

organisations seeking assistance. 

Thanks be to God that the federal government has applied significant funding to mental 

health in the new budget and to women and children subject to family violence. Power 

bills are so expensive now. More people than ever need food and housing assistance. 

Sometimes a person who has lost everything and is trying to survive needs to run a 

further gauntlet of system abuse to get the help that is so openly advertised yet 

impossibly hard to get. 

And all the while in the backdrop our political leaders fight about internal and minority 

group issues and behave badly.  

Real action needs to follow smoothly crafted words, real action out there where people 

are cold and hungry and chronically in debt. None of us are exempt from acting humbly 

in response to the poverty of the world, the poverty right here in our city, in our own 

neighbourhood. We might be warm and full bellied, but while the least of our sisters 

and brothers suffer in whatever way, then our work is far from done. And Jesus made 
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that plain to the disciples before he ascended: ‘Go into all the world and proclaim the 

good news to the whole creation.’ Do it, don’t just sit comfortably on it. 

The ascended Jesus has been there before. He is an icon of hope in a liminal season. 

He’s been on the floor of the kitchen where he’s been beaten by an out of control 

husband. He’s been sobbing in the park with a mouldy coat over his shoulders because 

he’s got no one or nothing left, nothing to live for anymore. He’s been in a tunnel of fear 

and crippling anxiety waiting for help from a mental health system that is broken. His 

hand has held the knife at his wrist thinking there’s no other way out. He’s shivered in 

the cold and dark with his young family in front of a massive but dark smart TV gnarled 

with shame and guilt because his overdraft is so far over, the power’s been cut and his 

credit rating is shattered. 

He’s been there when he was born fully human, when he lived a life of being an outsider 

and standing for godly justice and the right of every person to live out the image of God 

in the best way possible. He’s been there when he suffered through his trial, his 

abandonment and his execution. He is the icon of God with us and in his resurrection, 

he overcame all that beats our life and vitality into nothing.  

It is the ascended Jesus who fulfills the cyclical promise of eternal life: Jesus born, Christ 

incarnate, the human death and descent into hell, the resurrection from the lowest 

point, and to the heavenly completion. Now in the liminal, uncomfortable time we wait 

for the power of the Holy Spirit to break into our world, show us the way of completing 

our mission to be disciples in this place as Jesus prayed.  

While we know the Ascension of Jesus has already happened and the Spirit is with us, 

we remember today and pray for humility and empowerment. These incredible events 

are acts of God which shatter the rules, divine interruptions into the world, making 

salvific moments, letting truth shine brightly through the darkness of fear and 

unknowing.  


